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Wholesale Investor Definition. For the purposes of accepting applications into the Kaplan
Master Trust funds, the following is a summary of who is considered a. While some
investment syndicates are offered to all investors, other syndicates are only offered to
'wholesale investors'. So what exactly is a.
Because our residential syndicated property offer has some unique features, to subscribe to the
offer you will need to qualify as a “wholesale.
Arcana Capital only invites participation in investment opportunities by wholesale investors
(as defined in the Australian Corporations Act ). To qualify as a.
What is a wholesale client? Essentially, everyone is a retail client unless they satisfy one of the
requirements to What are the key differences?. It's worth reviewing whether you can qualify as
a wholesale client, which would allow Wholesale clients comprise sophisticated investors and
. be relied upon by a 'wholesale client' as that term is defined in section G. Legal definition.
The Corporations Act defines a sophisticated investor as someone who meets at least one of
the following tests: Has net assets of more.
What is a 'wholesale investor' and who qualifies? Be a “professional Investor” or a
“sophisticated Investor” (as those terms are defined in the. A retail client covers anyone who
does not come within the definition of a wholesale client. What is a wholesale client?
Generally a wholesale.
The Trustee has the discretion to accept lesser subscriptions provided the investor meets the
definition of a Wholesale Client as defined by the Corporations Act. Financial markets
legislation provides greater protections for retail investors than it does for wholesale investors.
For instance, an offer of financial products to a.
Problems with the definition of wholesale client were exposed during the . A wholesale client
is defined in sG(4) as a person that is not a retail client.
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